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    Welcome to worship 

Sunday 5th February 2023  

Fifth Sunday after Epiphany  

8.00am     Said Eucharist                                                                                                                          

9.30am    Choral Eucharist (with the St Paul’s Choir)                                                      

10.30am      Midweek Eucharist every Wednesday                                                                         

 

W 
ELCOME  TO ST PAUL’S. We are glad that you have come to worship 

God with us today. If you are a visitor from another parish, or 

worshipping with us for the first time, please introduce yourself to 

our parish priest, Fr James Collins, or to anyone wearing a name badge. 
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I am 

who I am 

? ? 

First Aid 

Name badges 

Name badges help make St Paul’s an 

inclusive community. If you need a new 

name badge, fill in the form inside the 

pew sheet, send it to the parish office, 

and one will be made and left in church 

for you. 

Toilets 

Toilets are available at the entrance to 

the parish hall, which is  located behind 

the church. 

First aid kits are located on the wall of  

the kitchen in the Large Hall behind  

the church and in the choir vestry. 

Ask a member of the clergy or anyone 

who’s wearing a name badge. We’re 

here to help.  

Still got questions? 

Things you may  

need to know 

In case we  

need  to evacuate 

As you take your place in your pew, 

please make yourself aware of the route 

to the nearest emergency exit. Should 

there be a fire, leave quickly, turn right, 

and assemble by the roundabout on 

Burwood Road.  

Getting inside 

People needing wheelchair access can 

enter St Paul’s most conveniently by the 

door at the base of the belltower. 

Switch it to silent ! 

Please turn your mobile phone off or on 

to silent before the service starts. It’ll 

save you much embarrassment later on. 

Children are                      

welcome  

at St Paul’s 

Children are welcome in church at any 

service. There is a selection of 

children’s books and toys at the back of 

the church near the font and there are 

also kids’ activity sheets and pencils 

available at the back of the church  

where the pew sheets and prayer books 

are.  

Children’s Church runs during Term 

Time. Meet at the back of the church at  

the beginning of the 9.30am Eucharist. 

Please feel free to bring your children to 

the altar rail to receive a blessing, or to 

receive Communion if they have been 

admitted to the sacrament.  

Photos  
Please do not take photos 

inside the church or dur-

ing the services of wor-

ship without permission.  

Photos  
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Acknowledgement of the Wangal people of the Eora Nation  

We acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land upon which we 

meet, the Wangal People of the Eora Nation, and pay our respects to 

their elders, past, present, and emerging; and we pray that God will 

unite us all in the knowledge of his Son, in whom all things were created, 

in  heaven and on earth. 

We are glad that you have found us! 

We affirm that through God’s redeeming love for all, we are one in 

Christ. We respect the inherent and valuable contributions each                       

member makes to the Body of Christ. We celebrate our diversity and 

recognize the sacred worth and dignity of all persons of any age,                     

gender, gender  identity, gender  expression, race, ethnic origin,                    

economic reality, family  status,  sexual orientation, diverse ability, or         

social status. We believe that through Christ we are being included and 

welcomed  by God and one  another. As we journey towards inclusion, 

we proclaim this welcome to all God’s people, especially to those who 

have known the pain of exclusion and discrimination within the church, 

affirming that no one is excluded  or condemned. We invite all persons 

to journey with us as we discover the call of God on our lives through 

the ministries of St. Paul’s Anglican Church, Burwood. To that end, St. 

Paul’s Anglican Church commits to the welcome and inclusion of all  

persons as  children of God and declares itself to be a welcoming                      

community of faith.  

 

Bible Readings           Year C   Bible Readings  

at today’s Eucharist             for next Sunday 

Isaiah 58.1-9a (9b-12)                     The First Reading         Deuteronomy 10.12-22  

Ps 112          The Psalm             Ps 119.1-8                                                                                                            

1 Corinthians 2.1-13 (14-16)  The Epistle                      1 Corinthians 3.1-9                    

Matthew 5.13-20                               The Gospel                      Matthew 5.21-37 
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Everyone is invited to join us at Communion 

There is a wide diversity in how Anglicans prefer to receive the bread 

and wine at Holy Communion; some stand, others kneel, most receive 

the wafer in the hand, a few wish to have it put on the tongue. Most like 

to guide the   Chalice to their lips, others like to take it into their hands, 

while others prefer not to touch it at all. None of these variations really 

matter but simply reflect Anglican diversity.  

For health reasons and out of concern for other worshippers, we ask you 

not to dip your bread into the wine. If you are uncomfortable receiving 

from the Common Cup the practice in our Parish is to receive the bread  

only.  

Judging by the number of people who do it, many must imagine that not         

receiving the Chalice to the lips but dipping the wafer or bread into the 

cup (called intinction) is a more hygienic way of receiving the                           

Sacrament. Nothing could be further from the truth.  

Apart from the obvious fact that the wine they are dipping into has                

already been in contact with the lips of others, with all the best                        

intentions in the world, the fingers of those who dip often come in                    

contact with the wine. Disease can spread more easily through the 

hands than through the lips, making this method the most  unhygienic.  

In addition, the Prayer Book directs that all consecrated wine must be          

consumed before it leaves the Church, meaning that someone, usually 

the Chalice Assistant or the Celebrant, has to drink the left-over wine 

that has had multiple contacts with hands.  

In order to protect others it is perhaps understandable to want to dip           

if one has sore lips or has a cold, but the consensus of the Church is that 

taking only the bread is fully participating in Communion. 
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Welcome to St Paul’s!  

My Dear Friends, 

We are very glad to be able to welcome you to worship with us at St Paul’s.  

The following services will be offered: 

• Sunday 8:00am Said Eucharist 

• Sunday 9:30am Choral Eucharist with choir  

• Wednesday 10:30am mid-week Eucharist  

I am truly grateful to all those who, over the past months, have helped us to 

remain connected to God and to each other through this pandemic. Thank 

you for your loving Service of God and of God’s people at St Paul’s and               

beyond. 

I hold you and our community, nation, and world in my prayers. 

May God’s peace sustain and surround you at this time.   

Fr James 

Parish Pantry   

Thank you to everyone who contributed to the parish pantry throughout last 

year. Your continuous support and generosity is greatly appreciated.  

Remember to include the receipts so we can claim back the money that you 

have spent.  

Parish Pantry is now open on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9.00am-10.30am                      

 

 News from St Paul’s …  

The Midweek Communion Eucharist has now                                       

resumed. It is on every Wednesday at 10.30am. 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiH7bT9tPjeAhWSV30KHdxbBiEQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fotosearch.com%2FCSP377%2Fk23803801%2F&psig=AOvVaw0vgGK5KEH-9dmhMcJyAPt5&ust=1543540065084117
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Flowers as a Memorial 

Decorating our church with flowers is one way to                    

remember a loved one or in thanksgiving for a special 

event. If you would like to give flowers in memory of  a 

loved one, or as an offering of thanksgiving please                   

contact Judith Laurence the week prior to the date 

at judealaurence@gmail.com or on 0438041726 and contact Caroline in 

the parish office at office@stpaulsbuwood.org.au to arrange the wording 

of the memorial notice in the pew bulletin. 

Parish Prayer List 

At St Paul’s, we pray by name for people who have  either asked for our 

prayers or for whom someone else has made a request. This list is                    

updated every 3 months or when we receive a new request.  Some names 

are on our list on a long-term basis while others  reflect a more                        

immediate need and are short term.  

We will only be reading the names on the short-term list in the                   

services but the whole list will still be included in the printed prayers for 

parishioners to use throughout the week. The full list of names will be 

read in our midweek service. 

Names can be added to or removed from the lists at any time. 

 

NAME BADGES 

Don’t forget to wear your name badge so that 

new comers can get to know you.  

If you are a new parishioner and need a name 

badge, please fill out the form at the back of 

the church. Thank you. 

mailto:judealaurence@gmail.com
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  Trading Table  

 

The Trading Table made $403.10 for the sales during January. 

We look forward to serving you with our jams/butters/chutneys (see 

below for the varieties), plants etc.   

Butters                                                                                                                           

Lemon, Lime, Lemon/Lime/Passionfruit 

Chutneys/Pickles                                                                                                             

Crab Apple Sauce, Pear & Apple Chutney, Quince & Apple Sauce,                    

Banana & Date Chutney, Pumpkin and Sesame Chutney 

Jams                                                                                                                                 

Golden Passionfruit Jam/Sauce, Cherry Guava Jelly, Crab Apple Jelly, 

Apple Cherry Guava Jelly, Choko & Ginger Jam, Quince &Apple Jam/

Sauce,  Spiced Peach & Nectarine Jam, PawPaw/Pineapple & Ginger 

Jam,  Guava Jam, Guava and Ginger Jam, Strawberry, Strawberry &                  

Apple, Blueberry & Apple, Peach Liqueur Jam 

Marmalades                                                                                                                      

Lime, Shredded Lime, Orange, Orange/ Coriander & Ginger, Orange & 

Cranberry, Lemon, Lemon & Ginger, Lemon Ginger & Gin, Orange & 

Passion fruit Jelly,  Citrus (various combinations of citrus fruit), Citrus 

Jelly, Chai Spiced Grapefruit, Mandarin, Mandarin with Cardomen & 

Ginger, Orange/Grapefruit & Ginger, Cumquat Moroccan Style,                                            

Cumquat, Whisky Cumquat 

Small bags fresh home grown Roma Tomatoes are available $4 

Books, DVD’s & CD’s available at $1 each 

Thank you for your support  

Pam Brock 
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 PARISH PANTRY  

Parish Pantry is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays from                                

9.00am-10.30am.  

With the current cost of living and food shortages, we are now 

spending in excess of $800 per week.  

Hands and Feet supply us with fruit and vegetables. But this 

costs us $200 per week. Our thanks to the community Choir 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ITEMS MOST NEEDED                                     

Plain flour                                                          

Breakfast cereal                                                       

Long life milk                                                            

2 minute noodles                                               

Complete meals in a box or a tin   Spreads 

eg honey, jam, peanut butter                                                             

Margarine                                                             

Sweet and Savoury biscuits                             

Sugar                                                                   

Salt                                                                     

Cooking oil                                                                                       

Margarine                                                             

Rice wine                                                                 

Soy sauce                                                         

Large tins of tuna                                              

Rice and pasta                                                      

Pasta sauce                                             

Tinned tomatoes                                               

Fresh eggs 

WOMEN’S Toiletries                                         

Soaps                                                                 

Deodorant                                                    

Safety razors                                                    

Tooth brushes & paste                                      

Shampoo & conditioner  
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 *For General & Offertory                  

Donations                        

please use the following account                   

details:                  

Account Name: St Pauls                          

Anglican Church 

BSB:     032 062                                           

Account #:    250028 

 

*For Parish Pantry &  For                        

Community Choir Donations 

please use this account                    

details:                  

Account Name:  Parish Pantry                                              

BSB:         032 062                                                 

Account #:         812238 

Please clearly mark whether it is for 

the Parish Pantry or the                    

Community Choir.   

 

Offertory -                                                
Collection given at St Paul’s and other               

donations:          

22 December 2022 - 28 December 2022:                                                                                

≈ Offertory: $9,517.32                                                     

≈ Parish Pantry: $695                                                 

≈ Trading Table:$465                                                   

TOTAL OF GIVING: $10,677.32          

 29 December 2022 - 4 January 2023:                       

≈ Offertory: $2,518.00                                                                    

≈ Parish Pantry: $585                                                          

≈  Votive Candle: $42                                                  

TOTAL OF GIVING:$3,145.00                                                       

5 January 2023 - 11 January 2023:                             

≈ Offertory: $2,615.00                                                                    

≈ Parish Pantry: $165                      

TOTAL OF GIVING:$2,780.00                                                       

12 January 2023 - 18  January 2023:                           

≈ Offertory: $1,715.00                                                                    

≈ Parish Pantry: $325.00                                                                               

TOTAL OF GIVING: $2,040.00 

19 January 2023 - 25 January 2023:                                                                                    

≈ Offertory: $1,745.00                                                                    

≈ Parish Pantry: $195                                                                        

TOTAL OF GIVING:$1,940.00 

26 January 2023 - 1February 2023:                                                                                   

≈ Offertory: $2,710.00                                                                            

≈ Parish Pantry: $245                                                                   

TOTAL OF GIVING:$2,955.00                                                                  

Thank you for responding to God’s                    

generous love. 

            Official Logo for NSW Volunteer Referral Service   
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Donations and Bequests                   

Over the years the parish has benefited from the generosity of                          

parishioners, not only when they have been active members of the                   

parish, but also at the time of their death. Parishioners are invited to                       

remember the parish in their wills by making a bequest as a thank                 

offering to God and to ensure that generations to come will enjoy                 

worship and fellowship in well maintained buildings.  

Those wishing to make a bequest are invited to do so using these                    

or a similar form of words: " I bequeath the sum of $............ to the Rector 

and Wardens of the Anglican parish of  St Paul, Burwood, to be used at 

their absolute discretion for the charitable purposes of the parish." 

 

Donations with Tax Deductibility - National Trust Account 

If you would like to make a donation to the Parish for the upkeep and 

maintenance of the Heritage building it can be done through the                    

National Trust. 

Cheques can be made out to: 

National Trust of Australia (NSW) St Paul’s Anglican Church Burwood 

Or                                                                                                                                       

Direct Credit to the above name with bank account details: Westpac 

BSB: 032-044                                                                                                                    

Account number: 742 926                                                                                      

Branch: 275 George Street Sydney NSW 

Please contact Pam for more details or place a donation in an                          

envelope and label with National Trust donation and include your name 

for your receipt and an address to post it to. Thank you. 
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St Paul’s Coat of Arms                                                                              

Shield — The Shield of Faith which St Paul exhorts us to carry (Ephesians 6:16) 

Pallium — The shield is in three sections using the heraldic charge of a Pall or                     

            Pallium, a  symbol traditionally associated with an ecclesiastical                        

     vestment.  

The three sections represent the Holy Trinity. 

“Faith, Hope, Love” — These are the three Theological Virtues taken from St Paul’s Letter 

to the Corinthians (1 Corinthians 13:13):  

 

“And now faith, hope and love abide, these three; and the greatest of these is love.” 

 

Dove — Symbolising the Holy Spirit and Peace 

Cross — The symbol of our Faith 

Book and Sword — The symbols of St Paul 

Colour Red — Liturgical colour for Martyrs (Paul); The Holy Spirit (Fire); and the             

    Blood of  Christ 

Colour Blue — Representing the Water of Life (Baptism) and the liturgical colour for   

    Mary Mother of our Lord 

Given events in Ukraine we pray for Peace 

A prayer for peace (APBA p 202)  

God of the nations,                                                                          

whose sovereign rule brings justice and peace, have 

mercy on our broken and divided world. Shed abroad 

your peace in the hearts of all and banish from them the spirit that makes for 

war, that all races and peoples may learn to live as members of one family 

and in obedience to your law, through your Son, Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen. 

St Paul’s Church Archive Search 

The archives at St Paul’s are very comprehensive and we are asked              

regularly for baptism, wedding and funeral searches. This is very time 

consuming in many cases. 

We have decided to have a search fee imposed on these. It will be $150 

per search and may include a copy of documents if available.  
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 Isaiah 58.1-9a, [9b-12]; Psalm 112; 1 Corinthians 

2.1-13, [14-16]; Matthew 5.13-20 These readings 

present a call to authenticity, to live our own lives 

not a copy of others. Trying to meet the points of 

the law will not help because there is always 

more on the list; neither will wisdom nor learning 

do the trick. It is God’s gift in each of us that               

allows us to be authentic: be your authentic self, be one of God’s gifts to 

the world.  

  Pray that you might recognise the shimmering diversity of God’s 

people and use that to light a path in unity, not as an opportunity to 

judge and divide. •  

 Give thanks for the work and witness of the Church of the Province of 

Myanmar.                                                                                                         

Text: Dr Roderick Rogers St John’s Cathedral, Brisbane © Anglican Board 

of Mission, 2023  

Anointing of the sick  

Anointing of the Sick is available at any of our Services. In James 5: 14-15  

we read: 

14 Are any among you sick? They should call for the elders of the church and 

have them pray over them, anointing them with oil in the name of the Lord 15 

The prayer of faith will save the sick, and the Lord will raise them up; and                    

anyone who has committed  sins will be forgiven. (NRSV) 

If you would like to be anointed and to be prayed for then please ask 

one of the Priests in the Parish so that you can be anointed  during any of 

our Services. 

The Wednesday mid-week Eucharist includes prayers for healing every 

week. 
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The pope and the Jews: How are we to assess Benedict’s                     

legacy? -  By David J. Wasserstein 

In 2005, when Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger was elevated to the See of St. 

Peter as Pope Benedict XVI — only the second non-Italian in 400 years 

(his predecessor was the first) — one of the first things that most people 

heard about him was that he was a former member of the Hitler Youth. 

Born in 1927, he was compulsorily enrolled at 14, and a couple of years 

later, in 1943, he was drafted into the German armed forces, serving un-

til he deserted on the approach of Allied troops in 1945. Berlin fell just 

after his eighteenth birthday, and he was interned by the Allies for a 

while before taking up his studies for the priesthood. 

Even without such a record, relations between the new pope and the 

Jews, and between the new pope and the state of Israel, were bound to 

be tense. Ratzinger was a German, at a time when Jews could not forget 

or ignore German responsibility for the Holocaust; and he was an in-

creasingly, and uncompromisingly, conservative Christian theologian at 

a time when the world was changing radically and quickly in both social 

and religious terms. 

In 2005, barely sixty years after the end of the Holocaust, the elevation of 

a man who had, however unwillingly, served Hitler gave an unwelcome 

face to a Roman Catholic Church that was still having difficulty coming 

to terms with its own past — a past which included much persecution of 

Jews and outright and deep-rooted hostility to Judaism, and with the fact 

of a Jewish state. That pope himself lacked a certain flexibility and the 

willingness to discard past doctrines that the times called for. 

Israel and the Jews are not, of course, the only or the main concern of 

Christianity, or even of its central administrative organ, but for several 

reasons both acquired special importance after 1945. The Church’s               

record during the Second World War, when Pius XII had visibly not done 

much to help save Jews, even those living on his doorstep in the city of 

 READ, LEARN AND DIGEST …  
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Rome — a record that to this day remains highly controversial — made 

the creation or the re-building of relations with Jewry difficult. That task 

was made still harder by the decision of the Chief Rabbi of Rome, Anton 

Zolli, following the Allied liberation of the city, to enter the Vatican City, 

where in February 1945 he converted to Christianity. 

The re-birth of a Jewish state in the aftermath of the war presented the 

Church with theological problems that it found itself ill-equipped — for 

intellectual reasons as much as because of the traditionalist and almost 

instinctive anti-Jewish sentiments of many church leaders — to respond 

to. And the existence of that state in territory that was sacred to Chris-

tians as the land where Jesus had walked and preached made papal                            

recognition of the Jewish state of Israel appear an impossibility. 

All these obstacles were, slowly and stumblingly, overcome, but with 

Ratzinger’s election in 2005 it appeared almost as if a page was being 

turned back, as if the Church was taking on board, not the trends of  

thinking that conscience and the modern world had made inescapable, 

but reactionary and even illegitimate attitudes and ideas of the past. 

No longer did the Church accept, as it had begun with difficulty to do, 

that there could be other paths to God and salvation outside Roman                  

Catholicism. Instead, it held, in a document entitled Dominus Iesus, au-

thored by Cardinal Ratzinger himself as recently as 2000, that “salvation 

is found in no one else” than Jesus. Judaism and Jews might be tolerated 

— we live in a world of generally charitable attitudes, after all — but the 

Church, the document said, “support[s] the evangelizing mission of the 

Church, above all in connection with the religious traditions of the world.” 

Which is to say, missionising among Jews — which is abhorrent and                           

unacceptable to Jews themselves — was back. 

Benedict did not do himself or the church any favours. Piano-playing and 

undoubtedly amiable though he may have been, Benedict was also a man 

of stern rigidity when it came to the central questions of his faith. The 

Church was the final arbiter on matters of faith and religious truth; Jesus 

was, as he had aways been, the one and only path to God. As he wrote in 

Dominus Iesus: “If it is true that the followers of other religions can               
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receive divine grace, it is also certain that objectively speaking they are 

in a gravely deficient situation in comparison with those who, in the 

Church, have the fullness of the means of salvation.” He went on: 

Inter-religious dialogue, therefore, as part of her evangelizing mission, is 

just one of the actions of the Church in her mission ad gentes. Equality, 

which is a presupposition of inter-religious dialogue, refers to the equal 

personal dignity of the parties in dialogue, not to doctrinal content, nor 

even less to the position of Jesus Christ — who is God himself made man 

— in relation to the founders of the other religions. Indeed, the Church, 

guided by charity and respect for freedom, must be primarily committed 

to proclaiming to all people the truth definitively revealed by the Lord, 

and to announcing the necessity of conversion to Jesus Christ and of ad-

herence to the Church through Baptism and the other sacraments, in or-

der to participate fully in communion with God, the Father, Son and Holy 

Spirit. 

With such attitudes, it is not surprising that Ratzinger’s actions as pope 

left little room for surprise. He visited Auschwitz, but rather than ac-

knowledging Christian responsibility for the historic foundations of the 

relations between Christian and Jew that had led there, he called Nazism 

“madness” and said, “By destroying Israel, they ultimately wanted to tear 

up the tap root of the Christian faith and to replace it with a faith of their 

own invention.” He visited synagogues, in Cologne and in New York, but 

he also rescinded the excommunication of a bishop who was a Holocaust 

denier (criticism of that action was met with Vatican denials that it had 

known about the bishop’s record). He changed the Good Friday prayer to 

delete the offensive reference to Jewish “blindness”, but the new version 

called on Jews to recognise Jesus Christ as “saviour of all men”. He knew, 

better than many, the record of Pius XII, but he made a point of giving him 

the title “Venerable”, a step on the path to sainthood (taking care to do 

the same for John Paul II at the same time). 

As in other contexts, the man is not the institution, nor the institution the 

man. But when the institution claims to be the repository of eternal values 

and absolute truth, and the man God’s representative on Earth, the                           
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attitudes expressed and actions undertaken call for a degree of                                

responsibility beyond that of the conventional pieties of peace and  

brotherly love. 

Reactions to Benedict’s passing have been predictably mixed.                    

President Joe Biden, a Catholic himself, spoke of “a lifetime of devotion 

to the Church, guided by his principles and faith.” The Anglican               

Archbishop of Canterbury, Justin Welby, in some sense a friendly rival, 

described him respectfully and diplomatically as “one of the greatest 

theologians of his age — committed to the faith of the Church and            

stalwart in its defence.” American television networks outdid each            

other in boorishness, with Anne Thompson of NBC calling him 

“cartoonish” and Chris Livesay on CBS speaking of him as a “rigid            

enforcer of church policy” — as if the head of the Catholic Church 

should be anything else. 

The American Jewish Committee, for its part, aware of the need for  

continuing dialogue even if progress is measured in millimetres and 

centuries, recognised the difficulty of the challenges he and the Church 

confronted. Showing a measured thoughtfulness, it called Benedict “a 

true friend of the Jewish people” and pointed, in connection with its 

own special concerns, to his emphasis on “the unique relationship                

between Christianity and Judaism”, as he “continued the path of                

reconciliation and friendship with world Jewry blazed by his                           

predecessor, John Paul II.” 

Any observer will recognise that this pope’s legacy is mixed, not least 

because of the perceived character of the man. While his supporters 

and followers in the Church speak of him with admiration and love, and 

Pope Francis calls him “so noble, so kind”, the historian of Jewry and 

the papacy, looking at him with the more balanced eye of posterity, 

may well come to a different judgement. 

David J. Wasserstein is Professor of History at Vanderbilt University, 

specialising in the history of Jews and Muslims. 
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The piety of Pope Benedict XVI and his passion for the truth                 

- By Tracey Rowland 

Of all the judgements passed on Joseph Ratzinger over the course of his 

long life (1927–2022), the one that most appeals to me is that of Joachim 

Cardinal Meisner. He said that Ratzinger had “the intelligence of 12 pro-

fessors” and was “as pious as a child on the day of his First Communion.” 

Anyone privileged to hear him deliver a homily or a lecture can attest to 

his erudition and lucidity, his knowledge of the scriptures, facility with 

biblical languages, and his awareness of historical contexts and philo-

sophical movements. Even his detractors are not so stupid as to call his 

intelligence and education into question. 

The usual form of attack is to construct psychological explanations for 

why he preferred to take sacred scripture and ecclesial tradition as his 

moorings, rather than experiment with contemporary social theories as 

partners for theology. It was said that he found the student protests of 

1968 traumatic. In one of his interviews, he said that what he found most 

traumatic about 1968 was not the behaviour of the students themselves 

but the fact that Catholic priests handed out Communion to Marxists on 

picket lines. 

Since he was born in 1927, he belonged to the World War II generation, 

not to the generation of 1968. The heroes of his youth were men like Ro-

mano Guardini and Theodor Haecker who had intellectually opposed the 

Nazi regime. These types stood for truth against ideology. 

A generation later, the Frankfurt School of social theory cast a hermeneu-

tic of suspicion around all truth claims and linked truth claims to social 

status and an alleged “authoritarian personality”. The generation of 1968 

desperately needed some explanation for what happened in Germany 

during the thirteen years of Nazi brutality. The narrative it adopted was 

that reason itself is dangerous. Ratzinger thus ended up spending much 

of his life defending concepts like reason, truth, and rationality. He 

coined the expression “the dictatorship of relativism” and complained of 

the narrowing of the scope of reason. He believed that faith and reason 
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need to work together to mutually purify each other and that cultures be-

come pathological when these two critical couplets are not allowed to 

play in concert. 

Ratzinger also had a strong aversion to mob judgements (Pöbelglaube). 

He thought calls for the democratisation of the governance of the Church 

would simply lead to more bureaucracy. A luxuriant growth in commit-

tees and quangos would create a new class of professional lay bureau-

crats who make it their business to manage, and often oppress, the faith-

ful praying in the pews. 

On many occasions he declared that what the Church needed was less 

management, fewer introspective talk-fests, and more holiness. He un-

derstood that democracy does not equate to greater freedom. On the 

contrary, it means greater uniformity, less freedom for diversity, and 

trends toward a general levelling down of cultural standards. Committees 

generate lowest common denominator documents and policies. He never 

forgot that the strongest opponents of the Nazi regime were strong-

minded individuals, including heroic bishops like Clemens August von 

Galen, who were not afraid to be different and really did not care about 

majority opinion. 

A masterclass in fundamental theology 

Ratzinger was the product of the highest educational standards anywhere 

in the world. The German humanistic gymnasia and the German universi-

ties were the bearers of the high culture of classical Greece, Rome, and 

Christendom, as well as the philosophy of German Idealism and its crit-

ics. These institutions produced a man whose academic work was hon-

oured outside the Catholic world by his appointment to the French 

Académie des Sciences Morales et Politiques, a cardinal chosen to ad-

dress the Sorbonne to mark the turn of the millennium, and a member of 

the College of Cardinals with the ability to go head-to-head with Jürgen 

Habermas. 

Quite simply, Ratzinger’s knowledge of the Western intellectual tradition 

— from its tributaries in ancient Israel, Athens, and Rome to its current 
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crisis of faith in itself — was both broad and deep. He was a scholar’s 

scholar, but he also had the ability to convey his wisdom to others much 

less learned than himself. There is a saying in Rome that crowds would 

come to see St. John Paul II, but crowds came to hear Benedict. His 

Wednesday audience addresses were like fireside chat tutorials for un-

dergraduates. Anyone with a basic arts degree and familiarity with the 

Nicene Creed can read his publications and understand them. 

Those theologians who opposed his theological vision would often re-

mark that he never created his own system. He never had some big idea 

that changed the whole discipline of theology. What he did do, however, 

was to write numerous books, articles and homilies on contemporary 

theological crises. When these are all pieced together, what one has is a 

masterclass on fundamental theology. 

One can, for example, go to his publications to find out what he thought 

about the merits and limits of the historical-critical method; what he 

thought about the nature of revelation and its relationship to tradition; 

why he thought that logos must always precede praxis and what goes 

wrong when this relationship is flipped; what he thought Plato got right 

and wrong; what was his understanding of the human conscience and its 

role in moral theology; and dozens of other issues. When the dust finally 

settles on the current era and a new generation of leaders emerge who 

care more about the truth and the memoria ecclesiae than about opinion 

polls and Catholic Inc., the masterclass in fundamental theology is likely 

to be Ratzinger’s most enduring legacy. 

The singularity of Christian worship 

A further and almost as important legacy will be his contributions to the 

documents of the Second Vatican Council — especially to Dei Verbum, 

the Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation. He attended the Council 

as a theological advisor to Cardinal Frings of Cologne at the tender age 

of 35. With his death we have the end of the Conciliar generation. There 

are no more living legends who can recall what happened in the com-

mittee rooms and the cafés. 
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As Pope Benedict XVI, he was quite sympathetic to the grievances of 

those who were distressed by the decisions of the Council, especially 

those who found folk liturgies intolerable — though such liturgies were 

not actually mandated by the Council itself, but by bureaucracies put in-

to position by the Council. In God and the World, he acknowledged that 

such people had been “treated like lepers” and he thought that this was 

unfair. On 7 July 2007, he famously offered them the olive branch of a re-

habilitation of what he called “the extraordinary form” of the Roman Lit-

urgy. He hoped that the two Roman Rites — the new Missal of 1969 and 

the Tridentine liturgy with a few accretions — would have a mutually 

beneficial effect on each other. 

Benedict liked the idea of the scriptures being read in the vernacular, 

but he acknowledged that in many parts of the world the Missal of 1969 

had given rise to what he called “parish tea party” liturgies. These were 

self-centric forms of worship focused on the celebration of the local 

community, not worship of the Holy Trinity. He compared them to the  

Hebrews’ worship of the golden calf and he could completely under-

stand why people ran away from those kinds of liturgies. He also op-

posed rock music, comparing it to the music of Dionysian cults of an-

cient Greece. His criticisms of the rock music industry were quite similar 

to arguments made by the English philosopher Roger Scruton. Both men 

saw the industry as an attempt to provide young people with an                            

experience of self-transcendence that can only be had in Christian wor-

ship. 

Ecumenical efforts 

Another ecclesial group for which he worked hard during his pontificate 

was the international network of Anglicans who wanted to return to full 

communion with the Catholic Church while bringing some of the                

Anglican patrimony, especially the liturgical patrimony, with them. 

The end result was the creation of “Ordinariates” in the United Kingdom 

and other countries of the British Commonwealth, including Australia,  

so that such Anglicans could be in full communion with the Catholic 
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Church but continue to enjoy their solemn liturgical traditions. They 

could join the Catholic Church in parish groups rather than one by one. 

No doubt his personal appreciation of the scholarship of St. John Henry 

Newman (whom he beatified) was part of the backstory to his                           

enthusiasm for efforts on this front. 

He also worked to improve relations with the churches of Eastern                 

Orthodoxy. In his homilies and other public statements, he was acutely 

sensitive to their theological positions and historical grievances. 

Tenderness and tact 

On a personal note, when I was awarded the Ratzinger Prize for                     

Theology I sent Pope Benedict a “thank you” note inside a Christmas 

card. For the card itself, I decided against an image of the nativity. I 

thought he had probably seen them all. Instead, I chose a card that                   

featured a cat sitting on a windowsill looking out onto a snowy meadow, 

at the end of which was a village church with a light glowing inside. I 

knew that he loved cats and this particular cat looked as if he could  

possibly be thinking about the meaning of Christmas. 

I sent the card and wrote my letter in German, apologising for any             

mistakes in the grammar. I explained that I had learned German from a 

nun who had learned it from Papua New Guineans who in turn had 

picked it up from German missionaries. I received a response saying 

that even more than the beautiful picture of the village church and the 

“pensive cat” (his description), he enjoyed the story about how I came 

to learn German. 

My late colleague, Professor Nicholas Tonti-Filippini, could tell stories of 

meetings with Ratzinger during the days when Ratzinger was the Prefect 

of the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith (CDF). According to 

Nicholas, Ratzinger would serve him coffee and Bavarian cake while the 

two talked about bio-ethical issues. It always seemed to me interesting 

that Nicholas would mention the coffee and cake, as if it were some kind 

of special treat. But one Spanish archbishop later remarked to me that 

for him the most distinctive thing about Ratzinger was his “exquisite 
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manners”. He apparently behaved with each visitor as if he had all the 

time in the world to chat with them, and conveyed the idea that                    

attending to their comfort and concerns was his joy and his duty. 

For his own relaxation he played the piano, and during his lunch hour in 

his CDF days he often went for a walk around the precinct of St. Peter’s 

basilica. Roman seminarians would talk about how on these walks              

Cardinal Ratzinger would bend down to pet the stray cats who live on 

the streets of Rome and as a result they often followed him on his walk. 

Such was his fame as a cat lover that the Benedictine monks at Plus 

Carden Abbey (on the edge of the North Sea) sent a letter to him during 

his pontificate allegedly written by their own famous cat Baxter and 

Baxter got a formal letter of reply from Pope Benedict. 

I mention these stories and impressions because they too are part of the 

composite picture of the man, though they speak more to his affective 

than intellectual side. Since he argued that “love and truth are the twin 

pillars of all reality” any account of his life that left out the affective side, 

and only mentioned his defence of truth, would be lop-sided. 

A love of the truth 

So why did Benedict suffer from so much negative publicity? Why did 

some journalists refer to him as “Der Panzer Kardinal”? My own                                 

impression is simply that he loved the truth and would not allow non-

sense to be fed to his sheep on his watch. 

Someone once described a particular bishop to me as a man who had 

no interest in theology and did not care what his seminarians were 

taught in theology classes. This was because he was taught rubbish 

when he was a seminarian, but he said his prayers and took the                   

sacraments seriously and all the rubbish simply washed over him. He 

came out of the experience thinking that what really mattered was a 

person’s prayer life — not what a person was taught in class. 

Ratzinger, however, was not the kind of person who could tolerate                    

intellectual nonsense — and there was plenty of this about in the 

Church in Germany. He once used his episcopal authority to thwart an 
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academic appointment of Johann-Baptist Metz, a scholar who had been 

traumatised by the events of World War II and who fell under the                      

influence of the philosophy of Ernest Bloch, a Marxist philosopher. 

Ratzinger had no time for Marxism of any sub-species and in his many 

statements against it his strongest criticism was not, primarily at least, 

that it was atheistic or materialistic, but that it had the wrong attitude                

toward truth. It gave priority to praxis, and in Ratzinger’s judgement, 

“mere praxis gives no light”. 

A particular version of the “priority of praxis” project takes the form of 

distilling the “values” of Christ’s kingdom from Christ himself. Here 

Ratzinger charted the moves from ecclesiocentricity (the Church does 

matter), to Christocentricity (we can have Christ without the Church), to 

theocentricity (we can have some generic supreme being rather than 

Christ), and then, finally, we can set aside deism altogether and just 

forge a social consensus around “the values of the kingdom”: what 

Ratzinger called regnocentricity. This distillation process — marketed 

under the banner of the “Weltethos Projekt” by Hans Küng — was                    

regarded by Ratzinger as a recipe for the Church’s self-secularisation. 

The end result (regnocentricity) means that neither the Church nor 

Christ are necessary. They can be “filtered out”. From the 1970s on-

wards, Ratzinger resisted this slippery slide into the religion of mere                                

philanthropy. 

Thus, while there are some Catholics who want to hook up elements of 

Christian teaching with contemporary social theories — including, in 

some cases, social theories with Marxist pedigrees — Ratzinger took a 

lot of flak for not only opposing this, but in many ways making it his life’s 

work to be a bulwark against it. Positively, however, he would simply say 

that he was defending and preserving the memory of the Church for                  

future generations, protecting it from corruption. This is, after all, one of 

the responsibilities of bishops and the primary responsibility of the               

Prefect for the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith. This responsi-

bility, then, increases in such magnitude with the papacy that he de-

scribed the burden of the Petrine Office as “martyriological”. 
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If in the future Benedict XVI is canonised and declared a Doctor of the 

Church, he may be remembered as one of the greatest scholars ever to 

occupy the Chair of Peter, a master of fundamental theology — but, 

nonetheless, a man who never lost the piety of his Bavarian childhood 

and a man for whom the responsibilities that went with holding the keys 

of St. Peter were truly martyriological. 

Tracey Rowland holds the St. John Paul II Chair of Theology at the Uni-

versity of Notre Dame (Australia). She is the author of Ratzinger’s Faith: 

The Theology of Pope Benedict XVI and Benedict XVI: A Guide for the 

Perplexed. 

The pope of paradox: Reflecting on the complex legacy of                 

Benedict XVI - By Miles Pattenden, Senior Research Fellow in 

Medieval and Early Modern Studies in the Institute for Reli-

gion and Critical Inquiry at the Australian Catholic University. 

Benedict XVI (1927–2022), the former Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, was 

one of the most important Catholics and religious leaders of the past 

century. 

His life was one of accomplishment: over fifty books at the cutting edge 

of Catholic theology; five years as archbishop of his Bavarian homeland; 

nearly twenty-five years as Prefect of the Congregation of the Doctrine 

of Faith; and then his seven years and 317 tumultuous days as pontifex 

maximus (he would have preferred we express the title in Latin). 

Benedict’s death will leave a doleful void in the Church’s self-

consciousness and historical memory. He was one of the final partici-

pants in the Second Vatican Council to remain active in ecclesiastical 

life, the last man standing to have been created cardinal by Paul VI, and 

the last witness to the “double conclave” of 1978 which followed that 

pope’s demise. 

Yet Benedict XVI was, above all, the pope of paradox. Known for years as 

“God’s Rottweiler”, he loved nothing better than to sit quietly at his              

piano playing Mozart. The quintessential conservative intellectual, he 

later proved a constitutional radicalist. Some called him the “Pope of 
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Aesthetics” — and his red leather 

loafers once inspired Esquire                  

Magazine to name him, unironically, 

as “Accessorizer of the Year”. But the 

man with such a keen eye for beauty 

proved utterly hopeless at                  

managing image. 

He really did believe in sweeping 

clean the Vatican’s Augean stables, 

but his pontificate never recovered 

either from media hostility or from               

scepticism about his sincerity to 

make the Church fully accountable 

for the sexual abuse of children by 

its clergy. 

He believed in treating all of God’s 

children equally and compassion-

ately — we are all sinners — and yet 

he alienated gay Christians with 

crass statements which linked sexu-

al liberation to paedophilia. 

He passionately sought to uncover 

truths about God and Christ, but 

lacked the deft political touch need-

ed for effective ecumenism. 

His relations with Jews and Muslims 

were mixed, to put it mildly. His 2006 

lecture at the University of Regens-

burg, “Faith, Reason and the Univer-

sity — Memories and Reflections”, 

notoriously caused a fierce backlash 

from Islamic leaders. 

 

Benedict’s defence was that his re-

marks had been misrepresented: he 

gave not his own opinion but was 

quoting from the Byzantine emperor 

Manuel II Palaeologus (who ruled 

between 1391 and 1425). Both this 

defence and its failure to shield Ben-

edict from further criticism are in-

structive. It didn’t seem to have oc-

curred to the gentle, cerebral schol-

ar-pope that others might not share 

his purely intellectual engagement 

with ideas or that they might be will-

ing to use words that came out of his 

mouth — even somebody else’s 

words — against him. 

Once again, Benedict’s political acu-

men was deficient: he lacked both  

effective advisors skilled in the dirty 

games of realpolitik who could 

guide him, and the foresight to im-

agine how his words might be heard 

by a world far removed from the rar-

efied air of the university seminar. 

So was Benedict’s problem mere na-

ïveté, and his fate to be one of those 

clever people who sometimes say or 

do stupid things because they are 

too otherworldly? Benedict certainly 

brought a touch of Edward the                 

Confessor to the papal office. But, as 

time went on, he increasingly also 

resembled a kind of Teutonic King 

Lear. 
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Like Lear, Benedict’s tragedy was to lack an understanding of the                 

consequences of his demands and actions. It was also to find himself               

repeatedly let down by those around him — even his own butler. His                 

defence against accusations that he had failed to act against known child 

abusers also typically involved the excuse that others had not brought 

the severity of the matter to his attention. That may have been true, but 

relying on such a truth was not a mark of leadership. 

In fact, hypocrisy was the more serious charge which could have been 

levelled against Benedict — not only with respect to his handling of the 

sexual abuse scandal but also to that shameful moment earlier in his life 

when he became a member of the Hitler Youth. 

Now, as an historian, I fully understand Benedict’s defence of his brush 

with the Hitlerjugend, as articulated by his brother. Like most young Ger-

mans at the time, he probably felt he had very little choice: membership 

was compulsory; he could scarcely have been aware of the full horrors of 

the Nazi regime; resistance was incredibly dangerous and would certain-

ly have led to reprisals — not only against him but also against other 

members of his family (his father had already been demoted for oppos-

ing the Nazis). 

In Benedict’s position, most of us would probably have acted as he did, 

with small, deniable acts of resistance rather than big brave ones that 

would have been tantamount to martyrdom. And yet, unlike Benedict, we 

have not spent a large part of our lives warning against the evils of moral 

relativism. As he put it in a 2005 address: 

Today, a particularly insidious obstacle to the task of education is the 

massive presence in our society and culture of that relativism which,               

recognising nothing as definitive, leaves as the ultimate criterion only the 

self with its desires. And under the semblance of freedom it becomes a 

prison for each one, for it separates people from one another, locking 

each person into his or her own ego. 

These words may be wise and insightful, they may truly hit upon one of 

the great problems facing societies around the world — especially in the 
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post-Christian West — but they are 

not obviously consistent with the 

view that we should simply under-

stand a pope’s participation in the 

Hitler Youth in the context of unfor-

tunate circumstances and trying 

times. 

The German law firm Westpfahl 

Spilker Wastl recently found in its 

report into historic abuses in the 

Munich archdiocese that Benedict 

had lied about not being present at 

a crucial meeting where the fate of 

an abuser priest was discussed. 

Again, Benedict trivialised incon-

sistencies between his testimony 

and other evidence as “editorial 

error” — a reasonable defence,             

indeed, unless you have previously 

denied the legitimacy of relativism. 

Yet, flawed though Benedict may 

have been, his manner of                         

departing the pontifical office on 

its own marks him out as one of the 

millennium’s most significant Holy 

Fathers. The question of whether a 

pope could abdicate had been a 

purely theoretical one since the 

Late Middle Ages. The 1917 and 

1983 Codes of Canon Law may 

have anticipated it in their canons, 

but the last time it had actually                      

occurred was 1415. 

Debate about the legitimacy of                       

papal resignations had been fierce 

throughout the Middle Ages. Many 

canonists thought them problemat-

ic because a pope who renounced 

his office could also be seen as re-

pudiating God’s decision to choose 

him. Was he implying that God 

erred? And by what authority could 

a mere pope claim the right to set 

aside divine judgement? 

Benedict’s actions would appear to 

have closed the door definitively 

on such questions. They have al-

ready established a new consensus 

in which a papal resignation has 

come to be seen as ordinary — 

possibly even a future norm. And 

that may have implications for how 

Catholics see the papacy going 

forward: if the papal office is a job 

like any other, what of the pope’s 

grander claims to be Christ’s vicar 

on earth or to be “infallible”? 

Benedict’s papacy ushered in a 

new age for the Church as an                 

institution — a paradox indeed for 

a man whose alarm at the direction 

the Second Vatican Council had                   

taken led him to spend a life seek-

ing solace in a deeper, purer                        

ecclesiastical past. 
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As the Moon landing unfolded, Buzz Aldrin took communion. 

Here's why - By Simon Smart 

When I was a kid I was fascinated by space travel. 

I would pore over books about the original Apollo missions to the Moon 

and rapturously read anything that could take me close to the adventure, 

the planning, or the stunning ingenuity of the whole thing. 

I was only 1 when Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin made that first exhila-

rating climb down the six or seven steps on to the Moon's surface. 

As a young boy I dreamt of doing the same — not yet discouraged by 

my lack of ability in maths, nor my claustrophobic terror of small, en-

closed spaces. 

Terrifyingly small 

By the time I was 17, harsh reality had long replaced those dreams. But 

my Dad, no doubt remembering his boy's early romance with all things 

NASA, took me to hear a talk by Jim Irwin, an astronaut who spent three 

days on the Moon in 1971 as part of the Apollo 15 mission. 

Irwin famously drove the Moon buggy for the first time. 

During the address, given to a small crowd in a bowling club in a                 

country town in north-west New South Wales — which must have 

seemed like galaxies away from space travel glory for Irwin — he                   

described a personal moment that was profoundly affecting. 

Standing on the Moon and looking back at Earth, Irwin was able to close 

one eye, hold up his thumb and cover the entire planet — every moun-

tain, every city, every person, every valley, every ocean. 

All under his thumb. 

Irwin said it made him feel terrifyingly small. 

He went on to claim that many of the astronauts involved in those early 

days of space walks and Moon visits embraced spirituality or religion. 

Some had existential crises and struggled to understand the meaning of 

their lives. 
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A difficult re-entry 

The return to Earth was, unsurprisingly, a very difficult process. 

Charlie Duke, the 10th of the 12 who have made a lunar walk, was not                

unusual in unravelling on re-entry. 

According to Andrew Smith's book, Moondust: in search of the men who 

fell to Earth, Duke was so destabilised that he became a menacing               

presence for his wife and children for a time. Eventually he found peace 

through faith in God. 

Divorce rates among astronauts were very high. 

The last man on the Moon, Gene Cernan, summed up the anti-climax of 

post-flight terrestrial life, saying it was "tough to find an encore". 

The experience had been so overwhelming; so existentially                           

destabilising. 

Irwin himself had a long-held faith that he said was only deepened and 

enriched by the adventure. 

A spiritual response 

Celebrating the 50th anniversary of the first Moon landing, I'm reminded 

that just prior making that short, bold walk into history, Buzz Aldrin 

paused and took communion. 

In the stillness after the dramatic lunar landing, Aldrin radioed back to 

Earth, "This is the LM pilot. I'd like to take this opportunity to ask every 

person listening in, whoever and wherever they may be, to pause for a 

moment and contemplate the events of the past few hours and to give 

thanks in his or her own way". 

Then in the silence surrounding him, Aldrin quietly read from John's                

gospel, "I am the vine, you are the branches. Whosoever abides in me 

will bring forth much fruit. Apart from me you can do nothing", before 

taking in bread and wine that he'd brought specially for the occasion. 
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It's a striking thing that in this mo-

ment of astonishing human                                     

achievement, perhaps the zenith of 

scientific endeavour to that point in 

time, a key player in the drama was 

reaching for something spiritual to 

make sense of the experience. 

Beyond the intricate planning, the 

complex equations, the stunning 

technology required to get to that 

place, in a moment of sheer wonder 

and awe, the human tendency to 

reach for non-material ways to                  

interpret what's going on, is                           

undeniable; to reach for that which 

is beyond ourselves. 

At that moment, Aldrin clearly felt 

his own helplessness; perhaps               

dependence on a creator. 

Aldrin's regret 

Aldrin came to regret his decision to 

publicise the communion service, 

because he felt it didn't adequately 

represent all people back on Earth. 

"We had come to space in the name 

of all mankind — be they Christians, 

Jews, Muslims, animists,                   

agnostics, or atheists," he wrote in  a 

2010 memoir. 

"But at the time I could think of no 

better way to acknowledge the 

Apollo 11 experience than by                 

giving thanks to God." 

Human hunger for transcendence 

It's a small and select group who 

have known what it is to stare back 

at our own blue planet from the 

Moon, to appreciate that perspec-

tive and marvel at the rare and             

precious jewel that Earth is. 

For those who had that experience 

in the '60s and '70s, almost without  

exception, it changed them                         

irrevocably. 

But we all have our moments of awe 

and wonder — the birth of a child, a 

sunrise that takes our breath away, a 

painting of unfathomable beauty, a 

moment in a musical concert that, 

without warning, brings us to tears. 

And, when we do, it seems no 

amount of technological brilliance 

will ever fully explain or replace 

that feeling, nor the hunger for     

transcendence that haunts the                  

human spirit, whether blasting into 

outer space, or tethered to more 

mundane, earthly existence. 

Simon Smart is executive director 

of the Centre for Public Christianity 

and co-host of the historical                                

documentary, For the Love of God: 

How the church is better and worse 

than you ever imagined. 
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“If our consciences are to be purged of the shame”: The 1967                    

referendum and the moral witness of Frank Woodwell                                                

- By Mark McKenna 

You can hear Professor Mark McKenna discuss the ethics and politics of 

Australian referenda with Waleed Aly and Scott Stephens this week on 

The Minefield. 

I first met Frank Woodwell — who served as the Rector of St. John’s An-

glican Church in Bega from 1966 to 1974 — when I was writing my his-

tory of southeast New South Wales, Looking for Blackfellas’ Point, which 

was published two decades ago. 

I say that I “met” Woodwell, because that is how it felt at the time. As his-

torians, we encounter all kinds of people on paper who we’ve never 

met in person, yet sometimes an individual’s voice cuts through and 

speaks to us so powerfully that we feel as if we have met them. 

It was like that for me, when I first came across Frank Woodwell’s                   

archival legacy, and I saw a photograph of him holding up a sign, which 

appeared in the Canberra Times, three weeks before the 1967                     

referendum — although notably, not in the local Bega papers. Woodwell 

had found a sign fixed to a corner post in Howard Avenue, one of the 

streets planned in the proposed subdivision for Aboriginal housing in 

Bega, for which he and his supporters were vigorously campaigning. 

The sign was printed in black ink and bore, in bold letters, the sadly              

familiar racist slur, “Coon Avenue”. 

One Sunday in 1967, Woodwell held up that sign at St. John’s Anglican as 

an example of the racism his congregation was being asked to                     

challenge. Speaking to the Bega District News just days before the 1967                         

referendum, he refused to apologise for the church’s stance in wanting 

to house Aboriginal families in Bega, and he offered what was then a                   

radically different account of what the white man had done to                           

Aboriginal people: 
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Since the white man came to this 

country, [the original Australians] 

have been deprived of their oppor-

tunity to live on the same footing as 

those who took this country from 

[them] ... A start must be made in 

Bega if our consciences are to be 

purged of the shame ... that is con-

demning a section of the human 

race to a deplorable state of physi-

cal, social and mental degradation. 

For Woodwell, Christianity was first 

and foremost a lived faith. Praying 

for the less fortunate was not 

enough; it was also necessary to 

provide material, social and politi-

cal support to those in need. 

As a leading member of the Austral-

ian Council of Churches and its 

“Church and Life” movement — an 

organisation that worked actively on 

social justice issues and, like so 

many other church groups across 

Australia, supported the “Yes” case 

in 1967 — Woodwell came to Bega 

carrying a different understanding 

of Christianity, and a different vision 

of Australian society. 

His clash with the old guard in Be-

ga’s local council and the town’s 

press was symbolic of the wider 

generational and political confron-

tations occurring in Australia in the 

1960s. Bega may have been a rela-

tively isolated rural town with a 

small farming population, but 

Woodwell, inspired by the Ameri-

can Civil Rights movement, a re-

forming Church, and a sympathetic 

metropolitan press — particularly 

the Canberra Times — was deter-

mined to expose the culture of dis-

crimination that had long been ac-

cepted unquestioningly as “the way 

things were”. 

“We don’t want a colony” 

Frank Woodwell stood up against 

injustice at a time when it was much 

harder to do than it is today. Togeth-

er with his supporters, both Aborig-

inal and non-Aboriginal, he formed 

the Bega Valley Aborigines Ad-

vancement Association (BVAAA). 

The fight for Aboriginal housing 

and justice was long and difficult. In 

the Bega District News, in language 

of breathtaking racism, editorials 

and opinion columns condemned 

the plan to house Aboriginal fami-

lies in the heart of town. Bega’s 

mayor at the time, Dudley Gold-

berg, rejected the idea of housing 

for Aboriginal people, because, he 

claimed, “we don’t want a colony” of 

Aboriginal people living in Bega. 

The historical irony of that word      
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appeared lost on him. 

For many on the local council, it was not until Aboriginal people gave up 

their culture and identity that they would be considered equal                 

citizens. 

In the 1967 referendum, Bega had the distinction of recording one of the 

highest rejection votes in Australia, not far behind Kalgoorlie. Twenty-

two per cent of people in Bega voted “No” on 27 May 1967, compared 

with the national average of 9.03 per cent. Without Woodwell’s courage 

and commitment, Bega’s “No” vote might well have been much higher. 

Washtubs and teacups 

When I was sent excerpts from Frank Woodwell’s memoir not long ago, I 

was astonished that, despite my knowledge of the area’s history, some of 

his words still carried the capacity to shock. 

As Woodwell explained, the Aboriginal issue took “centre stage” during 

his time in the Bega area. To him, Aboriginal people on the south coast in 

the 1960s were fringe dwellers with lost culture, little hope, fractured 

family ties, poor health, and little schooling; they were dependent on a 

few vegetable growers or timber mills for casual employment. Their liv-

ing conditions were appalling, he thought, confined as they were to the 

rubbish dump, river-bank or huts and shacks on growers’ properties, 

and with little control over their lives. 

Although Woodwell had the best intentions, he couldn’t see that Aborigi-

nal people had managed to retain much of their culture and also enjoyed 

many aspects of their lives — or “pickin times”, as they called them — 

despite the enormous hardship and oppression they faced. 

At one point, his memoir describes how a church social worker, Mary 

Harris, led a group of volunteers working on a special program to help 

build self-esteem among Aboriginal women in Bega. She had invited 

hairdressers and “beauty consultants” in town to teach them how to care 

for their hair and make-up. When Woodwell attended a meeting of the 

Ladies Guild at the Church Hall, he was asked why Mary Harris had 

brought the women there. Many of the members were concerned be-
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cause Aboriginal women had washed their hair in the same sinks and 

washtubs they used themselves. They even had the temerity to use the 

same teacups. 

The embedded racism against which Frank Woodwell fought during 

his time in Bega was entrenched both within the church community 

and outside it. 

The persistence of racism 

Woodwell’s memoir also contains evidence of mobs of white vigilantes 

raiding Aboriginal camps down on the Bega River, bashing them, and 

throwing them into the water — not in the nineteenth century, but in the 

1960s. 

Towards the end of his memoir, Woodwell records a frighteningly fa-

miliar anecdote told to him by a very old man who came up to him af-

ter one public meeting on the question of Aboriginal housing in Bega. 

The elderly man, wrote Woodwell, “had been sitting behind [me], and 

with tears in his eyes, [he] told [me] what his father, the first Post Mas-

ter at Bega, had told him” many years earlier. The story told by the old 

man related how some of the [early] settlers “had driven the blacks 

across the Bega River, shooting them as they went, just like kanga-

roos”. 

Stories such as this, common across the continent, so often whispered 

in guarded confidence behind the blameless, respectable façade of 

white society, remind us how the history of violent dispossession 

seeped slowly into the collective consciousness of twentieth-century 

Australia. 

Far from being extinguished by the overwhelming “Yes” vote in the 

1967 referendum, racism endured. Woodwell would only manage to  

secure land for Aboriginal housing by persuading his Bishop to sell 

Church land. Even then, due to fierce resistance, only one family would 

be housed in the area during his time in Bega. 
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Before Woodwell left Bega for Goulburn in 1974, the Aboriginal                         

community arranged a special farewell in the parish hall. Elders Ossie 

Cruse and Eileen Pitman spoke thankfully on behalf of the Aboriginal 

community. Pitman gave Woodwell a small postcard of Bega mounted on 

a piece of cardboard with a surrounding frame of seashells collected 

from the beach. The cardboard came from a Weet-Bix box — a                           

reminder, Pitman said, of their rubbish dump existence days. She                     

explained that each shell on the card was a prayer of thanks from her 

people for all that had been achieved over recent years. 

Frank Woodwell was a champion not only of Aboriginal rights, but of                  

human rights. It is work that those who remember him are proud to                  

continue. After all, as we approach the referendum on the Indigenous 

Voice to parliament, we are reminded that there is so much more work to 

do. 

Mark McKenna is Professor Emeritus of History at the University of                

Sydney. He is the author, most recently, of Return to Uluru, From the Edge: 

Australia's Lost Histories, and Quarterly Essay 69, Moment of Truth: Histo-

ry and Australia’s Future. You can read more from Mark McKenna of the 

politics of Australian referendums in the December 2022 issue of Mean-

jin. 

This article is an edited version of remarks delivered on the occasion of 

the unveiling of a memorial for Frank Woodwell at St. John’s Anglican 

Church, Bega, 30 April 2022. 

Fifth Sunday after Epiphany Prayer  

O Lord, we beseech thee to keep thy 

Church and household continually in thy 

true religion; that they who do lean only 

upon the hope of thy heavenly grace may 

evermore be defended by thy mighty 

power; through Jesus Christ our Lord. 

Amen.  
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Performing Nazism: Why do 

some people wear the                    

Holocaust like a costume?                   

- By Benjamin Nickl 

The Holocaust is not a costume, so 

why put it on like one? Just to see if 

one can get away with it? For the 

laughs and for the thrill? It is                  

disturbingly easy to procure a full 

set of Nazi regalia and German 

Wehrmacht uniforms through               

popular platforms like Amazon. A 

costume hire store located in                  

Sydney even avails “vintage                      

German army officers” for hire in 

all sizes for $110. 

In 2005, the former Prince Harry 

was severely criticised for wearing 

a swastika to a fancy dress party 

when he was 20-years-old. As it 

turns out, in 2003, New South Wales 

Premier Dominic Perrottet similarly 

donned a Nazi-themed costume for 

his twenty-first birthday party. Per-

rottet said he is “deeply ashamed” 

of what he did, and that he is sorry 

for any pain caused particularly to 

the Australian Jewish community 

and to Holocaust survivors. 

On Friday, 27 January 2023, we will 

commemorate Holocaust Memorial 

Day. This year’s theme is “Ordinary 

People”, for it was ordinary people 

who looked the other way as their 

fellow citizens, other ordinary peo-

ple, were loaded onto trucks and 

deported to concentration camps 

and eradication facilities. Ordinary 

people let ordinary people die. 

Many decades after, they told jour-

nalists that they, too, were deeply 

ashamed of what they’d done. 

Ordinary people have choices. So 

why do some choose ideological 

fascist cosplay today, knowing full 

well the genocidal backstory to 

these symbols? Why do they choose 

the attention that a swastika arm-

band gets them at a fancy dress 

party, or among their adolescent 

peers at a twenty-first-birthday mix-

er? Has the attention value of Nazi 

significa and the alleged humour in 

wearing a Nazi costume become a 

rite of passage marker for the 

“shock-jock bro” and the “toxic 

masculinity lad”? 

The philosophy of clothes 

The history of racist ideology drag 

is long and continues to be                   

problematic for those who think it 

deceptively decorative — much like 

ripping a page out the history book 

and wearing it out of context. And 

while there are current debates 

about the ethics of celebrity               
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costumes and calls for cancella-

tions over cultural appropriation in 

the troublesome tradition of yellow 

face, black face, and brown face, 

the ethical issues surrounding 

“brown shirt” are distinctly                       

sartorial. 

Here, it is the very morality of              

clothing that comes to the fore: the 

social fabric of a wearable ethicali-

ty or lack thereof. In an un-

published manuscript that resides 

in the National Austrian Library of 

Vienna, Jewish German thinker and 

philosopher Günther Anders, who 

escaped the Nazi regime and fled 

into exile in California, wrote about 

this vexing issue of Klamottenphi-

losophie — the German term for a 

“philosophy of clothes”. It seems 

that such a philosophy is much 

needed today, as digital screen cul-

ture and an army of popular social 

media apps puts us and our outfits 

on constant and never-fading dis-

play. 

It used only to be film archives that 

stored Nazi regalia permanently on 

celluloid. Now, the internet never 

forgets our clothing choices as an 

externalisation of our values. Which 

brings us to the politics of dressing 

up like Hitler in public. 

The politics of swastikas 

Countries like France Germany 

and Israel have placed total bans 

on the wearing of any Nazi items. 

Even with film productions and tel-

evision, public broadcast content 

regulation permissions are re-

quired when portraying SS troops 

or Gestapo agents. Why, then, does 

Australia, despite some steps in the 

direction of public anti-hate regula-

tion, continue this uneasy costume 

collaboration with the Nazi look 

that flirts with eradication enter-

tainment and goes straight to the 

question of guiltless masses? For if 

everyone decided to dress up as a 

Nazi, where would be the harm in 

that? If everyone is implicated, no-

body is adjudicated. After all, if it is 

the norm among ordinary people, it 

becomes no crime at all. 

This line of thinking goes to the 

same moral argument that Second 

Amendment purists in the United 

States have been pushing, when 

they insist that guns don’t kill peo-

ple. And so, we could say: neither 

do uniforms. But neither guns nor 

Nazi uniforms are innocent items of 

clothing or metalwork, nor are they 

historically neutral technologies. 

Instead, clothing is a popular                
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public device that broadcasts our 

intentions and attitudes. Its layers 

may help regulate our body tem-

perature in winter and summer, but 

those same layers also serve to 

send messages to others about who 

we are and what we support and 

with whom we align ourselves — 

and, of course, what we will turn a 

blind eye to. 

Timothy Hale-Cusanelli is a curious 

case in point. This Trump-

sympathising Hitler lookalike took 

part in the 6 January 2021 riots at 

the US Capitol. When the courts 

sentenced him to four years in pris-

on, the prosecutors’ brief stressed 

Hale-Cusanelli’s “desire for a civil 

war and antisemitic conspiracies”, 

and his belief that “Jews controlled 

Democrats, President Joe Biden and 

all of government.” 

When history becomes drag 

As survivors of the Holocaust have 

repeatedly testified, the persis-

tence of Nazi barbarism in our time 

depends on the steady weakening 

of the cultural cage that we put it in. 

Genocide requires ordinary peo-

ple to let it happen — to take the 

antisemitic skeleton out of the              

closet and put it on as “just fun”, as 

occurred during the 2020 Sunday 

carnival parade in the Belgium city 

of Aalst. This was precisely the 

point Charlie Chaplin was trying to 

make in 1940 by “dressing up” as 

Hitler in The Great Dictator: one 

puts on the part in much the same 

way as one wears the uniform. 

When history becomes a ready-

made costume, when it becomes 

drag and thus “drags” reality, it 

blurs the lines between the ridicu-

lous and the real. And each time 

this happens, the cage opens a bit 

wider, giving the monster within 

the opportunity to escape — which 

is to say, to roam freely around the 

space of normalised reality. We 

might laugh about it when it’s safe-

ly behind bars, but will we find it 

equally funny once it is let loose? 

Nazi uniforms are devices that de-

individualise us. They de-realise us 

and de-historicise the past. They 

wear out our sense of moral agency 

until we no longer feel as though 

we’re individually responsible for 

the things that we all do because it 

becomes impossible to say who is 

the singular “I” that is responsible 

for an action. As I said, if everyone 

is implicated in some way, no one 

is guilty in any way. 

In that sense, Nazi drag becomes 

an anti-responsibility box that 

“wears out” our sense of outrage as 
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impossibly famous and powerful 

people like former Prince Harry and 

the Premier of New South Wales 

“wear it out” in public.   

Performing Nazism, learning a                

lesson 

Brown shirts, Nazi drag, and the cos-

tumisation of the Holocaust are not 

new. Neither are questions about 

how we can deal with the death of 

millions of people so that their 

memory can serve to prevent similar 

atrocities in future. Can there be a 

way for the Holocaust to be funny 

and for Nazi symbols to help spread 

awareness? When the Nazi uniforms 

return from history, who may wear 

them and how? Recent Hitler come-

dies like Taika Waititi’s Jojo Rabbit 

and other Holocaust awareness pro-

jects such as that of comedian Sarah 

Silverman have triggered heated 

discussions around such ethical 

questions. 

But all this begs a deeper question: 

What is the more effective way of 

keeping the memories of Holocaust 

horrors alive — watching Nazis get 

caught on film, or seeing public fig-

ures get caught wearing Nazi cos-

tumes on social media? 

A 2020 US-based survey of                             

American millennials and GenZs on 

Holocaust knowledge found that 48 

per cent could not name a single of 

the 40,000 camps and ghettos in Eu-

rope during the Holocaust, and 36 

per cent believed only “two million 

or fewer Jews” were killed. Addition-

ally, 20 per cent “felt” that the Jews 

caused the Shoah. Such numbers un-

derscore the crucial lack in Holo-

caust awareness, which we see evi-

denced in the strange persistence of 

Nazi costumes.Perhaps Dominic Per-

rottet has indeed learned a valuable 

lesson concerning the inadvisability 

of wearing Gestapo uniforms. 

Speaking to the Jewish community 

about the importance education, he 

says he is “completely committed 

to” the cause of raising Holocaust 

awareness. Let’s hope this time he is 

wearing his heart on his sleeve and 

nothing else. 

Benjamin Nickl is a Lecturer in              

International and Comparative Liter-

ature and Translation Studies at the 

University of Sydney. He is a                   

co-producer of the Real is Not Real 

Enough podcast project, is based on 

the exile diary “Washing the Corps-

es of History” by Jewish German 

thinker and philosopher Günther 

Anders. 
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“Acts of God” — is it all just a cosmic joke?                                                    

- By Rabbi Raymond Apple 

COVID-19 has shaken the whole world. In some places it seems to have 

diminished, but the memory of the pain and suffering will probably 

never completely recede. No one is certain what brought on the pan-

demic. We wonder whether to blame God, or is that too easy and con-

ventional? However, if we don’t blame God, is there anyone else we can 

accuse? 

Disasters seem to come in two forms: “natural” and “moral”. Moral                       

disasters — for example, the Holocaust — are exceedingly hard to 

cope with, but we know that they are the horrible result of humans us-

ing their free will to wreak harm. Such tragedies can rightly be as-

cribed to the evil side of human nature. In that sense, however, it is hard 

to consider that the novel coronavirus is caused by human beings. 

About whether humans in Wuhan or anywhere else bear a share of re-

sponsibility, the jury is still out. 

“Natural” disasters include the three Fs — flood, fire, and famine — as 

well as tsunamis, earthquakes, and pandemics, which seem to be 

caused by fault lines in the structure of the universe. We tend to call the 

three Fs “acts of God”. Our problem is how to take this strange phrase, 

how to handle its theology, and whether to say the tragedies were 

caused by God in some direct or residual sense. It is a form of the “God 

of the gaps”, suggesting that everything which is hard to explain can 

be attributed to God. 

In some way, of course, absolutely everything that happens is — in the              

final analysis — traceable to God. This means that somehow or other, 

God initiates all that transpires, both evil and good. But it is doubtful 

whether it is semantically logical to speak in these terms. It is prefera-

ble to set limits to the phrase, restricting “acts of God” to events and 

experiences of a certain type. As my legal friend Andrew Samuel says, 

we should not be in a hurry to apply the term to anything outside the 

legal sphere — in particular, the law of contract. In a day-to-day legal  
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context, the term must be restricted to events of such an extraordinary 

nature that they could not have been foreseen, anticipated, or provided 

against. 

The phrase “act of God” is an idiom, not to be taken literally. It cannot be 

applied across the board. It cannot be understood as saying that God is 

to blame for highly uncommon events. But if we cannot directly blame 

God, can we still say He bears some responsibility? If not, it seems we 

are trapped in a battle between two forces — maybe a struggle between 

light and darkness — when sometimes one force wins, sometimes the 

other, leaving us, as Arnold Toynbee put it, victims of a cosmic joke. 

This seems to imply that God has been defeated and pushed out of the 

cosmos. Maybe He has lost patience with His Creation and has decided 

to withdraw from history and abandon all concern for the world, which 

contradicts the traditional religious doctrine that He is in charge and the 

world is not ownerless — in Hebrew, hefker. 

Biblical thinking (see, for instance, Isaiah 45:7) is adamant that God initi-

ates both good and evil. Even what we perceive as evil has a place in His 

plan. Everything is described in the Book of Genesis as “good” or “very 

good” — which is to say, stable and firm, part of the pattern of a                                                              

functioning universe. 

What, then, can we say about the pandemic? The following are some of 

the theories, followed by possible answers: 

That God is punishing us for our sins? This is too harsh. Ancient humans 

attributed suffering to sin, but this is too simplistic and cannot be ap-

plied to every tragedy. 

That the Creator has lost patience with His Creation? But the Bible                      

records His promise not to destroy the world (Genesis 8–12). 

That God has no control over the disaster and lets things run wild? Im-

possible. Surely He wants the best for His world. Surely He is powerful 

enough to preserve His Creation. Surely the Hebrew sages are right that 

God is Shaddai, the One who knows when to say “Dai — enough!” 
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That humans are at least partly responsible because they didn’t care 

enough for the created world? True, humans should and could have 

worked harder on the universe, but why insult humans by absolving God 

of blame? 

That we cannot explain the evil but can alleviate the pain? This gives us 

something to do in time of trouble, but the real problem remains. 

That God shares our pain? Harold Kushner says that in times of calamity, 

God sits in mourning with us. Sometimes God has to confess, “I too am 

grieving.” 

That it’s not a perfect world? We have no right to expect Him to have cre-

ated a perfect world, but when the Bible says that whatever God made 

was good, nothing is said about even the minor defects. 

That there is more good than evil in the cosmos? True, we should count 

our blessings, but can we let God entirely off the hook? 

That there exists more evil than good? Doubtful, since we see goodness 

of many kinds though we cannot compute their proportion of reality. 

That we have to keep believing, praying, and hoping for redemptive an-

swers? True, but the Psalmist is right to ask, “How long, O Lord, how 

long?” 

One day we will come closer to an answer and find out whether pandem-

ics are natural or moral disasters. In the meantime, we must battle the 

problem with vaccines and other medical means, and try to limit the pan-

demic’s economic fall-out. In the meantime, God must assure us — in the 

words of Levi Yitzhak of Berditchev — that our suffering is for His sake. 

Raymond Apple is emeritus rabbi of the Great Synagogue in Sydney. 
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 Outdoors…  
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Lenten Quiet Day: 4 March 2023 

The Sydney Mission-College of the Oratory of the Good Shepherd invite 

you to share in a day of silence, prayer and reflection at the beginning of 

Lent. 

When: Saturday 4 March 2023. From 10.00 am to 4.15 pm  

Where: The church and grounds of St John’s Balmain, Spring Street, 

Birchgrove. 

What: Gather for coffee and conversation at 10 00 am. Greater Silence 

from 10.15 am  until 4.15 pm. Morning and Evening Prayer; the Holy Eu-

charist; two brief addresses; opportunity for individual consultation with 

leader; rest in the garden and local park. 

The Quiet Day is free of charge. Participants are asked to bring their own 

packed lunches. Tea and coffee provided. This year the leader is The 

Revd Ronald Henderson OGS. All very welcome. 
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[PRIEST] Let us now bring the church and the world in intercession 

to the God of our salvation.   

Gracious God, let your Church on Earth be a light in the darkness of evil 

and despair. Give your wisdom and bestow your Spirit upon Justin of 

Canterbury, Geoffrey our Primate, Archbishop Kanishka, Bishop Michael, 

James our rector and the ministry team. Today we especially remember 

the Anglican Church of Papua New Guinea.  

Lord in your mercy, hear our prayer.  

Give your wisdom and integrity to all who lead the nations of the world, 

all monarchs, presidents and prime ministers. Remember in your mercy 

those who are subjected to despotic and cruel regimes, especially in 

Russia, Belarus, Iran, Myanmar and Afghanistan. In Australia we ask that 

your Spirit of peace and love embrace and overshadow the anguished 

and divided community of Alice Springs.  

Lord in your mercy, hear our prayer.  

Visit with your healing, comfort and peace all who suffer; those who are 

sick, the sorrowful, the dying, the lonely, the depressed, all prisoners and 

captives, the unloved, the marginalised and the forgotten. May they know 

your love and your presence. We name before you those in our parish 

and beyond for whom we are asked to pray: Fay Conaghan, Richard Fors, 

Margot Kennedy, Melissa Moore, Vanessa McNeill, Robert, Judy Russell, 

Joyce Bannister, Barry Brandy, John Burns, June Cameron, Pat Conchar, 

Elsie Dunnam, Malcolm Green, Enid Kell, Mary MacPherson, David 

Morgan, Graham Norman, Sally Palmer, Michelle Phillips, Warwick and 

Jan Roden, Diane Smith, John Sorensen,  Peter Sorensen, Sylvia, Daphne 

Storey, Martin de Vries, Bob Woods, Bill Whittle and others known to us. 

Lord in your mercy, hear our prayer.  

 

INTERCESSIONS –  Sunday 5th February 2023  
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We remember and give thanks for all who have followed you in the 

faith and now worship you with the whole company of heaven, 

especially those whose year’s mind occurs at this time: Lady Angela 

Carrick, Pauline Thomas, Lionel MacPherson, George Finn, George 

Wood, Pamela McParlane, John Wall and Rosina Sillett. 

May we, with them, be numbered with the saints in glory everlasting.  

[PRIEST] Almighty God, you have promised to hear our prayers 

Grant that what we have asked in faith we may by your grace 

receive, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen. 

The Week Ahead... 

Midweek communion will resume next Wednesday 1st of  February 2023 at 

10.0am in the Chapel of Our Lord Passion.  

No Commemorations noted this week  

 

FOOD FOR PARISH PANTRY 

PLEASE HELP  

The Pantry is running out of food fast. Can you please 

help?  

Any food, perishable, fruit or vegetables, bread. If you can’t 

shop and would like to make a donation we can shop for 

you. 

Please talk to Jane Cordina or Rosemary. 

Thank you.  
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